Thin-section and low-dose volumetric computed tomographic densitometry of the lung in systemic sclerosis.
To correlate lung density measurements with the results of visual assessment of thin-section computed tomography (CT) and of pulmonary function tests (PFT) in Systemic Sclerosis (SSc). Thirty-nine SSc patients underwent sequential thin-section CT and spiral low-dose whole-lung acquisitions. The thin-section CT scans were evaluated with a dedicated visual scale. Mean lung density, skewness, and kurtosis were calculated from the lung density histogram. In addition from the spiral low-dose acquisition, the lung volume was computed. The visual score, the densitometric parameters, and the lung volume were correlated with the PFT. Mean lung density, skewness, and kurtosis computed from thin-section (R = 0,66; R = -0,74; R = -0,75) and low-dose volumetric (R = 0,72; R = -0,71; R = -0,71) CT and the lung volume (R = -0.54) correlated with the visual score. Densitometric values and lung volume consistently better correlated with PFT than the visual score. In SSc the histogram results are more closely correlated to PFT than the visual score. The low-dose spiral CT seems ideal for longitudinal studies.